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SGA Sponsors
Sen Seminars
by Barbara Bate
"Responsible Selfhood and Sex"
is the topic for a series of seminars
sponsored by the SGA this month.
The five seminars, led by Rev.
Asbury of Westminster Church and
Dr. Viola Startzman, college phy-
sician, will include an inventory
of sex knowledge and attitudes, a
short film followed by open dis-
cussion, a session entitled "Re-
sponsible Freedom," and two ses-
sions dealing with "Promises and
Problems of Marriage."
Purpose:
Knowledgeable Discussion
The purpose of this program is
to give students an opportunity
to discuss with knowledgeable
people the implications of sex in
the total life of a mature individ-
ual.
The sessions will be held from
4 to 5:30 p.m. on the following
afternoons: Wednesday, Feb. 19;
Thursday, Feb. 20; Monday, Feb.
24; Tuesday, Feb. 25; and Wed-
nesday, Feb. 26. A sixth session
may be held a week later if de-
sired by the students attending the
seminars.
Limited Registration
Because of the emphasis on con-
tinuity in this series, students will
be asked to register for all five
sessions as a unit. Registration
times are 4 to 5:30 and 7 to 8:30
p.m. next Monday, Feb. 10, in the
SGA Office.
In order to facilitate effective
discussion, registration will be
limited to 150 students. To insure
a cross-sectio- n of the campus, class
quotas have been set at 45 each
for freshmen and sophomores and
30 each for juniors and seniors.
However, students' placed on the
waiting list will be admitted if the
quotas for other classes have not
been filled.
This program may be continued
in the future if there is sufficient
student interest. Students who have
any questions about the seminars
should see Dick Noble, Jerry
Fischer, Barb Bate, Deke Spierling
or Gail Tozier.
Board Takes Action
On Three Violations
During the past month three
cases have been reported to the
Academic Board and the following
action has been taken:
A student reported for the dis-
honest incorporation of data in
a science lab report was found
guilty of the charge. The Board
recommended a penalty more leni-
ent that the college's minimum
penalty of failure in the course.
The Deans felt that they could not
accept the recommendation and
referred the question back to the
Academic Board. The Board split
3:2 on the penalty recommenda-
tion and thus could not suggest a
penalty. Ths Deans then deter-
mined the penalty: failure in the
course.
A student reported himself to
the Academic Board for academic
dishonesty on two final examin-
ations. The student was found
guilty on only one of the examin-
ations. Because the student volun-
tarily reported himself, the Board
recommended the minimum pen-
alty of failure in the course, but,
at the same time, recommended
that this penalty be suspended. The
Deans, confirming the decision of
the Board, suspended the sentence.
The student, however, did not re-
ceive credit for that portion of
the examination on which he
cheated.
A student reported by another
student for academic dishonesty
on a final examination was found
not guilty by the Academic Board.
The action of the Board was con-
firmed by the Deans.
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John McGinn and a pupil in his Ghanian school.
Peace Corpsman From Ghana
Addresses Campus On Corps
John McGinn, a Peace Corps member from Ghana, will
be on the Wooster campus Feb. 13 and 14. Mr. McGinn will
speak at a public lecture sponsored by the International Re
lations Club at 7:15 p.m. Feb. 13
and in chapel Feb. 14,
Mr. McGinn, an English teacher
from Alameda, Calif., was among
the first of the Peace Corpsmen
to arrive in foreign countries. In
addition to teaching in Kadjebi,
Ghana, Mr." McGinn also assumed
responsibility for the Drama, Art,
Literature and UN Clubs; super-
vised a dormitory of 130 students;
supervised the library; and taught
evening classes for adults in Eng-
lish and history. Mr. McGinn is
currently on the staff at Peace
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Dr. Abba P. Lerner
Michigan Economist
Views Gold Problem
Abba P. Lerner will speak on
the topic "Freedom from Gold,"
Monday, 'Feb. 10, at 8:15 in the
Chapel. Presently, Dr. Lerner is
professor of economics at Michi-
gan State University.
Dr. Lerner received his Bachelor
of Science (B. Sc.) and Doctor of
Science (D. Sc.) in 1932 and 1943
respectively from London Uni-
versity. He has taught previously
at London School of Economics,
Columbia University, University of
Kansas and Roosevelt University.
As a writer, Dr. Lerner has
published The Economics of Con-
trol, The Economics of Full Em-
ployment, Essays in Economic
Analysis and Everybody's Busi-
ness. He has been employed as a
consultant for Rand Corporation;
Economic Advisory Staff, Jeru-
salem, Israel; and the Treasury,
Government of Israel and the Bank
of Israel.
Corps Headquarters in Washing
ton, D.C.
The Peace Corps Placement
Examination will be given in
Kauke 225 at 9:00 a.m. on Satur-
day, Feb. 15. People who expect
to take the test at that time and
who have not yet filled out an
application form should pick up
an application form from Mr.
Frank Miller in Kauke 9 before
Feb. 15. The examination, which
is non-competitiv- e, will take about
two hours.
Xavier Administration Vetoes
Darnel? Segregation Speech
CINCINNATI "No" rang forth with resounding
finality across the Xavier campus last month as administra-
tion officials firmly thumbed down a proposed address to the
student body by Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett.
The decision to ban the Barnett
opposition to racial integration.
Administration officials labeled the
appearance was based upon his
governor's stand "immoral."
Swastikas, Bombs
Cancellation of the governor's
invitation, extended by Student
Council members during a Christ-
mas jaunt to Jackson, Miss., was
met with calm but resolute op-
position marked by closed-doo- r
council sessions, public protests,
the appearance of swastika on a
parking attendant's shack, reports
of an incendiary explosion on the
lawn of Fisher Lodge, and a chant-
ing picket demonstration.
Freedom of Place
Speaking for the administration,
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
Dean of men, rejected the pro-
posed address. A release to local
news media, issued under his
name, stated: "Freedom of speech
is not the precise problem in the
present circumstances. What might
be termed 'freedom of place" is
actually the point at issue. By not
approving the invitation to Gov-
ernor Barnett, the university is not
saying that
,
the Governor has no
right to express his views on ra-
cial segregation. Governor Barnett
has this right and it is important
that all Americans be concerned
to defend it.
"But whether or not he should
express his views in person on
Woosfler's
Belafonte, Allen
Discover New Star
Entertaining the Wooster
community at this year's Win
ter Carnival will be Miriam
Makeba, a young Xosa tribes-woma- n
from South Africa, who
has risen to well deserved stardom
in the short space of one year.
Her unusual natural talent was
discovered by Harry Belafonte and
Steve Allen, who brought her to
the United States.
When Miriam Makeba sings,
"One can hear in the vast supple
range of her voice, the expanse
of darkest Africa ... the gently
rustling breezes of its great plains
.
. .
the intense throbbing of her
modern cities," says one commen-
tator. When she sings Jazz, one
hears, in the high sweet clear
tones, echoes of the phrasing of
Ella Fitzgerald whose records she
collected and studied as a child.
Her amazing versatility and
talent has reaped fantastic suc-
cesses in concert appearances and
leading night clubs throughout the
country.
Some of the comments of na-
tional neviewers follow:
"... Her return to Africa
would leave a noticeable gap in
the U. S. entertainment world."
Time Magazine.
"She sang with the delicate
phrasing of Ella Fitzgerald . . .
the brassy showmanship of Ethel
TUBE NEWS
Chet Huntley will narrate
the Second White Paper on
Cuba, this one dealing with
the 1962 Missile Crisis, Sun-
day night on Channel 3.
the Xavier campus at this time is
within our right to determine.
"Xavier is a university with a
publicly stated commitment a
committment to Christian ideas
and ideals. One of these ideals is
the equality of all men and respect
for the dignity of all men. This
ideal is, of course, American as
well as Christian.
"Governor Barnett's position on
segregation contradicts these Chris-
tian and American ideals and is,
we feel, basically immoral."
HISTORIOGRAPHY
Members and initiates of
Phi Alpha Theta, the history
honorary, will hear an ad-
dress on "Historiography" on
Monday night. Dr. Rule, as-
sistant professor at Ohio State
University, who will speak at
the initiation banquet of the
association, has done research
in the diplomatic history of
Charles V of Spain and the
Holy Roman Empire.
In rebuttal, Rudolph Hasl, Stu-
dent Council President, stated that
the administration position was
"inconsistent" with the university's
declaration on convocation policy
and "imprudent" because it re-
affirms speaker bans existing in the
South.
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by Bonnie Conrad
Wooster's Winter Carnival has something for everybody.
Although the weekend begins officially when the Fighting Scots
face Grove City on Thursday, Miriam Makeba, this year's
big-nam- e entertainment from Johannesburg, South Africa,
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Miriam Makeba
Merman and the intimate warmth
of Frank Sinatra
.
. The first
South African of any race to reach
international pop-musi- c stardom."
Newsweek.
"The largest crowd of the three-da- y
Jazz Festival (7,000 persons)
gave a standing ovation to Miriam
Makeba, and then asked for more."
Evansville Courier.
CARNIVAL CALENDAR
Thursday:
Basketball Wooster vs. Grove
City at Wooster.
Friday:
Miriam Makeba at the Wooster
High School Gym at 8:30.
Valentine Dance the cage of
Severance Gym following concert.
Saturday Afternoon:
Skiing at Mansfield.
Skating at the pond.
Snow Sculpturing Around the
Dormitories.
Bridge Tournament Location
not set at this time.
Saturday Evening:
Hay Rides Leaving from Wag-ne- r.
International Fun in Compton
at 8:00.
Twitch Down in the Gym.
Open Houses All Kenarden
Sections.
College Faculty Announces
Change In Courses, Grades
The faculty of the College at its Jan. 27 meeting adopted
proposals to institute a new grade for withdrawing from a
course, stiffened the penalty for handing in senior Independent
Study papers late, and approved several new courses for the
curriculum next year.
The proposal of the Committee
on Educational Policy regarding a
new "W" grade was approved. Up
to six weeks from the beginning of
the semester, the student may with-
draw from a course, with a grade
of W recorded, without regard to
status in the course. If the student's
work is passing, he may withdraw
at any time and a grade of W will
be recorded. After the first six
weeks, if a student withdraws from
a course where his work is failing,
the grade shall be recorded as
an F.
In addition, the grade of X is
to be discontinued. The grade of
I (Incomplete) will be permitted
to stand for the first four weeks of
the semester following final exams,
at which time it will become an
automatic F unless a grade has
been given. An I may stand for
longer than four weeks with the
prior permission of the Dean.
The recommendation of the Ad-
ministrative Board of Independent
Study that the penalty for late
senior papers be changed from
one-fourt- h quality point per day
n
will begin Friday s festivities with
her performance in the Wooster
High School Gym at 8:30. Miss
Makeba has appeared on "Hooten-anny- "
and other TV shows and, ac-
cording to Time magazine, is "the
most exciting new singing talent
to appear in many years.
Following the concert there will
be a Valentine Dance in the cage.
Refreshments will be served.
A Caravan will leave Wooster
for Mansfield early Saturday for
an all-da- y ski trip. During the af-
ternoon and evening there will be
skating on the pond to music. Hot
chocolate will be served in Wagner
rec room. Women's dorms and
men's sections will compete, wea-
ther permitting, in a snow sculp-
ture contest for appropriate prizes.
For those who shun the cold
outdoors, there will also be a
duplicate bridge tournament for
trophies.
Hayrides leaving from Wagner
in the evening will return in time
for entertainment by the inter-
national students at 8 :00 in Comp-to- n.
In the gym students can also
"Twitch Down," frog or twist, to
a live band. All Kenarden sections
will be holding open houses all
evening.
Violinist Presents
Recital On Sunday
Violinist Catherine Long will
present her senior recital in Me-
morial Chapel at 8:15 p.m. on
Sunday, Feb. 9.
Cathy, an applied music major
from York, Pa., has planned a
varied program for her recital.
Two sonatas, one by Beethoven,
the other by Bach, and a sonata
movement by Brahms comprise the
first half of her program.
The second portion will consist
of a piece by the Hebrew com-
poser, Bloch, and two short selec-
tions by Suk, thus ending the
program on a contemporary vein.
to one-hal- f quality point per day
was adopted. It will take effect
Sept. 1, 1964.
The following course changes
were adopted: Speech 336, Speech
Clinic (one hour), will be added.
Three courses, previously all under
Math 328, Advanced Mathematics,
are now listed separately: Intro-
duction to Topology 345, Func-
tions of a Complex Variable 346,
and Advanced Geometry 347. Two
two-hou- r courses were added: Fun-
damental Concepts of Algebra 237
and Fundamental Concepts of
Geometry 238, both primarily de-
signed for secondary school tea-
chers.
The present three-hou- r course,
History and Systems of Psychology
420, is broken up into two three-hou- r
courses, History of Psychol-
ogy 420 and Systems of Psychol-
ogy 421. Five Psychology courses:
Physiological Processes, Verbal
and Symbolic Processes, Social
Psychology, Behavior Disorders,
and Personality, will be changed
from two-hou- r to three-hou- r
courses.
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Junior Year Abroad
At a meeting on Feb. 20 the faculty will attempt to
come to some conclusions on policy for accepting off-camp- us
credit. Transferral of credits from junior year abroad, sum-
mer school, including Wooster's Vienna and Paris programs,
student exchanges such as the Fisk program, and semesters
in Washington or possibly New York constitutes a large
problem for a college attempting to uphold academic stand-
ards.
To date policy has dictated- - that only three-fourth- s of
one's total number of outside credit hours are counted and
they are added to his hours as C's. These C's are not, how-
ever, averaged in with a student's cumulative grade-poin- t
score. The last year before graduation must be spent on the
Wooster campus, and the traditional attitude towards semes-
ter or year programs away from Wooster is to "permit but
not promote" them, urging foreign study after graduation.
Three questions the faculty will consider are these:
1) Should we accept from universities in other countries all
credits at face value when we offer no similar courses? What
should we do in the case of universities not using the credi-hou- r
system?
2) Should Great Lakes Colleges Association members
automatically interchange registration, course credit, and
grades?
3) Should there be any restriction by grades or depart-
ment on who may participate in off-camp- us study programs?
Some people have suggested that, in the case of foreign
study, a semester rather than a year would be sufficient.
Others suggest that the sophomore year would be better than
the junior year for foreign study, allowing the returning
junior a better opportunity to concentrate on I.S. and to con-
tribute the benefit of his experience to the campus for two
years.
We suggest the possibility of investigating and accredit-
ing a few colleges in each of a number of foreign countries
so that credits and grades earned there by Wooster juniors
might be transferred without any question.
Although we realize the necessity for keeping up aca-
demic standards, we hope the faculty and administration will
be able to arrive at a system whereby they can encourage
students to seek the enrichment of study on other campuses,
especially abroad.
Racial Imbalance
Many whites who are "for integration" have become
quite alarmed in the past months by the attempts of integra-tionist- s
to deliberately correct racial imbalance in public
schools. They have especially been alarmed by the New York
public school boycott held last Monday. "We're all for inte-
gration and equality," they say, "but attempts to correct
racial imbalance are artificial and only discrimination in
reverse."
Leaving aside most of the specific practical issues around
which controversy focused in the New York public school
boycott, a few things must be said in response to those who
oppose correcting racial imbalance by deliberate measures.
The goal to keep in mind is a truly racially integrated and
reconciled society. Segregation, whether it is imposed by
any authority or whether it exists by the housing patterns
in a community, will never help attain this goal. This is
especially true for public schools, for the time of the most
carefree and natural communication between the races is the
earlier school years. Small children, if not indoctrinated by
prejudiced teachings, tend to be naturally more "color-blind- "
than most adults. Real unity of the races from the long-rang- e
point of view is thus greatly hampered by extreme racial im-
balance.
"But," say the skeptics, "how would you like it if the
local government authorities began to order you to change
the location of your home in the interest of racial balance in
housing patterns?" The attempted analogy is quite invalid,
as schools are much more a public function than are houses.
So often we find it easier to preach integration in theory
than accept it in practice in our own communities. The only
legitimate question to be asked of any steps to correct racial
imbalance is their speed. And there the question is ultimately
one of what is practical and what is feasible. There are no
questions of principle that should be raised by the opponents.
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The Politician
by Jim Pope
The Society to Oppose the Candidacy of Democrats
Under Any Circumstances is not a new idea. It is usually
referred to by its more common name the Republican
Party. Rather than just opposing, a useless function in itself,
the Party often nominates candi-
dates of its own for election. This
process will be simulated in the
near future on this campus in the
form of a Mock Convention. The
time is nearing when all potential
delegates should be considering
their choices for a presidential
candidate.
Six Candidates
Since it is to be a Republican
convention, the possible choices
are many. A glance at the New
Hampshire primary shows a total
of six candidates in the running
either actively or
inactively Nel-
son Rockefeller,
Barry Goldwater,
Richard Nixon,
Margaret Chase
Smith, Harold
Stassen and Wil-
liam Scranton.
I1! '
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As I have
stated in a Chapel talk, a party
should choose its candidates on the
basis of which one can win. At the
present time, the candidate with the
greatest grass-root- s strength is the
illustrious Senator from Arizona,
Barry Goldwater. Opinion on his
candidacy has been characterized
by either fanatic loyalty to his
cause, or fanatic opposition to
him. There has even been a society
formed to oppose his candidacy
under any circumstances.
Government Size
Senator Goldwater represents
the fear of a growing number of
Americans that the size of the
federal government is becoming
too large. This fear is based on
the realistic possibility that the
growing bureaucracy will enroach
unopposed upon the individual
liberties of the American people.
He believes that the smallest unit
of government which can do a job
should be allowed to do it. He is
not, as some would have him, the
deadly foe of all federal programs.
He himself has irilduced several
bills in the Senate providing for
Federal aid to education. His
method, however, was indirect so
that a further growth in the federal
bureaucracy would not be neces
sary. He has even introduced a
bill to give tax credits to parents
of college students; a bill which
his more liberal peers in the Sen- -
ate have not seen fit to support.
He does not fear federal aid or
programs, but sees fit to let pri-
vate enterprise do as much of a
job as possible. His idea to sell
the TVA to private companies is
not as radical as it sounds. It has
been used in Japan and is now
being used in Pakistan to maxi-
mise capital growth and minimize
government size and expense. This
idea is opposed by liberals who
think that if the government builds
something, then it should own it.
On this issue, then, Goldwater rep-
resents the moderate position. He
certainly cannot be accused of
wanting to maintain the status quo.
Civil Rights
In the area of civil rights, his
belief in letting the smallest unit
of government do a job shows up.
In his case, this position is not a
ralilization as it is with some
Southern senators. In his own state
of Arizona, he was one of the lead-
ers in integrating facilities in the
city of Phoenix. There is no indi-
cation that he would not take firm
action in this field if the need
arose.
Foreign Policy
Foreign policy is the area in
which he has received the most
criticism. Those who criticize him
fail to realize that withdrawing re
cognition trom Kussia does not
mean ceasing negotiations with
them. His desire to take the of-
fensive in the cold war hardly
classifies him as an isolationist.
Those liberals who would rely en-
tirely on our missiles in a fortress
America are representing the iso-lationi- st
position of the early
Twentieth Century.
Grassroots Support
Senator Goldwater has the grass-
roots support across the nation. It
would be difficult for some and im-
possible for others of the candi-
dates to mobilize this support.
Goldwater has this potential sup-
port which any candidate needs to
win. The Republicans must keep
this in mind as convention time
nears. We must keep this in mind
in considering candidates at our
mock convention. We must not be
guided purely by our emotions;
we must choose the man, or wo-
man, with the best chance of win-
ning in November.
In Memoriam
Terry Spieth, a Wooster graduate of 1962, who died
a week ago as a result of a fire in his apartment near the
University of Wisconsin where he was doing graduate work,
wrote this poem which appeared in the 1960 edition of
Thorn:
FUNERAL
Along a geometric course a salty tear redundant rolls,
parallel lines too straight for sorrow's passion
Reluctant tears precision-matche- d pursue a proper track
along a powdered nose too stingy with its chalk.
YOU WHITE LUMP NOSE between your channeled streams
STAY your sniffs enough to smell the
Too-swe- et mouths of red fat flowers
growing on an alien brass box ...
screwed shut
Oh screaming dirge-candl- e, hide the ghost-we- t peeking faces,
Blot out old bible-face'- s droning
Hate the endless straight lines of tears,
the cool tears
drowning
a dead man.
TWO SPADES
Ex Libris
by Colin MacKinnon
I want to make it clear at the outset that I do not hate
librarians. They are a humorless breed, but this is an oc-
cupational hazard and is to be expected. No, it is the library
itself I wonder about. There is a superstition current in the
United States that slam-ba- m archi-
tecture signifies a great institution.
It does not. Oberlin's library, ugly
as hell, has 500,000 volumes, ours
a mere 200,000, if that. (I've never
been able to find out.) And what
volumes! Classical authors edited
in the 1880's, hopelessly dated
English criticism, few really worth-
while texts on archaeology or
philosophy.
Why, in the name of religio and
scientia, when the library collec-
tion is in such sad shape, do we
build new dormitories? Surely all
that mahzumah could be better
spent in improving the library. We
need dorms the way we need lo-
custs. Of the three hundred off-camp- us
men, I know of none who
do not prefer their present status.
But the powers and principalities
do not see it that way, and this is
a shame. I list, now, a small samp-
ling of what we have and what
we do not have.
The library is kind enough to
furnish us with a copy of Irving
Bacheller's Keeping Up With Liz-
zie, but we have nothing by Wil-
liam Styron (Lie Down in Dark-
ness, The Long March). Though
we are treated with Bertha Run-kle'- s
The Helment of Navarre,
John Updike's Rabbit, Run is not
there. We have nothing by Nelson
Algren, but four novels by Zona
Gale. The South African poetess
Nadine Gordimer has nothing on
our shelves, but we are blessed
Scot's Forum
with An Anthology of Mother
Verse, edited by Kate Douglas
Wiggin. I adduce a sample mother
verse:
Long, long before the Babe
could speak,
When he would kiss his
mother's cheek,
And to her bosom press,
The brightest angels standing
near
Would turn away to hide a
tear
For they are motherless.
The anthology is just packed with
such pearls.
Though there is nothing on the
shelves by Harvey Swados or John
Howard Griffin The Devil Rides
Outside), we do have Marietta
Holley's Sweet Cicely, a tome with
the following dedication: "To the
sad-eye- d mothers, who, like Cicely,
are looking across the cradle of
their boys into the great world of
temptation and danger."
Phillip Roth is represented by
only Goodbye, Columbus, Norman
Mailer by only The Naked and the
Dead, and Laurence Durrell's
Alexandria Quartet is missing.
This might alarm some people. To
sooth them, I would like to report
that a fine little volume entitled
Bible Wines, by Rev. William Pat-to- n,
D.D., is on tap. This work
undertakes to prove beyond a
doubt that the wines which Jesus
and the annointed drank were
Letters Discuss Studies
To the Editor:
Scene: The Library Blue Room.
Minister: Well, Charlie, do you think the Society for
the Prevention of Poverty should give Wooster that $25,000
grant?
Philosopher: I ve been thinking
it over, lorn, and . . . well,
frankly, I'm disappointed because
I haven't found a student here who
is interested in knowledge for its
own sake
Minister: But we've only been
here five hours, Charlie. Anyway,
didn't you notice the hundreds of
students flocking to the library
around 7 o'clock? I know I was
impressed.
Philosopher: Unduly. You were
so impressed that you crossed Beall
Avenue before that student police
man finally decided that the street
was clear for miles in both direc-
tions. I was more patient and there- -
fore benefitted by his Guiding
Light.
Minister: Anyway, these students
do go to the library, presumably
to study ...
Philosopher: But why? For the
sake of knowledge for knowledge's
sake i I doubt it. I ll bet most of
them go because they worship one
little letter, as sure as 1 11 bet
there's but one magazine approved
by Good Housekeeping. And that
letter, my friend, is the letter A.
Minister: Not at Wooster, Char-
lie; With the four feet, six inch
rule, never! Heaven forbid! I
graduated from here, you know.
Philosopher: I don't mean the
scarlet A, Tom. I mean the Golden
A. It can be achieved by cram-
ming insignificant facts in exact
order and by fostering the impres-
sion that the prof and his subject
are interesting. Then one will be
rewarded with the contents of the
academic cookie jar.
Minister: Actually, it would be
sort of fun if it were a scarlet
letter ...
Philosopher: Obviously, you
were a religion major!
Minister: Say, Charlie, why
don't we change the color
....
of Woos- -
1 xr iters a. iou Know paint it or
scarlet around itwrap tape . . .
Philosopher: The Administra
tion wouldn't approve. They'd
maintain that such a project would
get into too much red tape.
Minister: That's true. But how
do you know these students work
for the Golden A?
Philosopher: Did you ever see a
bull session here? I never did.
Why, one would feel guilty discuss.
ing intelligently the relationship
of God and man or the role of the
church concerning civil rights be
cause one s conscience tells one
that one should really be in that
library memorizing the names of
the sources of Matthew and the
different characteristics of Paul's
letters.
Minister: Just out of curiosity,
what are they? I need an idea for
a sermon.
Philosopher: I don't really know.
Now take our dinner table tonight
at Kenarden. Did the students there
discuss the importance of the Ital-
ian Renaissance or the themes of
Chinese poetry? No. One person
said he has a 79 average in chem,
another said his Lib Studies prof
is lousy, and a third said that Econ
is worth taking.
Minister: Granted, the conversa-
tion wasn't elevating, but ... oh
dear! It suddenly occurs to me
that I forgot my notes for my
speech in chapel tomorrow.
Shucks, I'd hate to change my
speech, since they have the hymn
picked out already.
Philosopher: Is that the speech
based on your son's essay for Lib-
eral Studies?
Minister: Yes.. He got an A on it.
(Continued on Page 3)
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MORE ON
Scot Reads Letters
As Bitter, Critical
(Continued from Page 2)
To the Editor:
The Voice, in its box at the
base of the Jan. 15 letters column,
states that "critical comments on
various aspects of campus life by
the Voice or in letters do not re-
flect bitterness or pessimism. We
aim at improving a college com-
munity we already appreciate and
have great respect for."
Only the editors of the Voice
can speak for themselves; but in
thus interpreting the often strongly
expressed sentiments of letter-writin- g
readers they have either
misread Wooster's pulse or intend
to mislead alumni and other out-of-tow- n
readers.
As anyone in the Wooster com-
munity must know, the fact is that
there are things wrong with the
College of Wooster things large
and small, important and unim-
portant. Most writers of critical
letters have a good right to be
bitter and have for good reasons
lost respect for this college.
INNER CITY SCHOOLS
The SGA Committee on
Civil Rights has agreed to
sponsor visits of students to
high schools in inner city
areas as official representa-
tives of the College. The pur-
pose of these visits will be
to acquaint students in inner
city schools with opportunities
available to them at Wooster
and to assure them of a wel-
come on campus.
But instead of getting out, as
was suggested last summer, they
are trying to do something about
the situations which trouble them.
Hating the sin but retaining at
least some affection for the sinner,
they envision a college more
worthy of the respect they wish
they could give it. They are bitter
but not cynical, they are pessimis-
tic only to a degree, and their mo-
tives are constructive. Otherwise
they would not bother to write to
the Voice.
Such attitudes are ultimately a
credit, not a liability, to the col-
lege. In misinterpreting them or
trying to disguise them, the Voice,
which after all speaks for the stu-
dents, has done them and the col-
lege a disservice.
Richard H. Hunter
FINK REFUTED
To the Editor:
Did your Mr. Fink ever go be-
yond Principles of Economics?
Students who have continued in
this field of study have found that
advanced economics courses are
not conducive to testing by 200
multiple choice questions as was
implied in "The End." Please ad-
vise Mr. Fink to try his hand at
a Macro-Economi- c theory or a
Labor Relations examination.
Also in regard to the economics
majors who are bridge players in
the Shack, more power to them!
It just might be that a truly good
student does not panic, clutch,
cram and go on No-Do- z when
exam time rolls around. Surely Mr.
Fink cannot be so narrow-minde- d
as to think that the concepts in
volved in economics are not so
profound as those of other dis
ciplines.
An Irate Econ Major
COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
Wash 20c 'd
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks North of Campus
Bead Avenue
ECON-O-WAS- H
Beall at Hartzler
WOOSTER
Pliotie
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Forty Wooster students participated in the Washington study-semin- ar trip sponsored by the
Congressional Club. Upper left: New York Republican Senator Jacob Javits grins as he voices
support for the Presidential aspirations of Nelson Rockefeller. Bill Vodra, trip chairman, looks
on. Upper right: Supreme Court Justice John Harlan casually smokes his pipe. Lower left:
Assistant Secretary of State for Africa G. Mennen Williams emphasizes a serious point. Lower
right: Averell Harriman, Undersecretary of State, jokes with students after seminar.
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OUR
ADVERTISERS
WHAT'S
NEW
IN THE FEBRUARY
ATLANTIC?
Vane Packard: "The Invasion of
Privacy": Information is power. This
revealing article shows how much and
how and by whom it Is being ferreted
out about Americans.
"Exhlbltlonthlp": An expostulation by
Ernst H. Gombrlch, prompted in part
by the decision to send the Venus
de Mllo to Japan for the Olympics.
"la Thar a New Germany?": Martha
Gallhorn reports on whether the young-
er generation In Germany could in time
be responsible for "a new Germany".
PLUS AN ATLANTIC EXTRA
"The Ghastly Blank": Alan Moore-hea- d
describes the first exploration of
the vast central part of Australia.
And ooetrv bv William Stafford.
Thomas HornsDy Ferrn, Kooen ft...Graves, Fergus Allen, Stuart
Hemsley and 4 new poets.
Month In, month out
The Atlantic's editors
seek out exciting ex
presslons of new and
provocative ideas. wAnd whether these
expressions take the
form of prose or po-
etry, fact or fiction,
they always attain a
remarkably high level pof academic value
and literary Interest.
Make room in your S ONlife for The Atlantic. SALE
Get a copy today. f NOW
Dry 10c Minutes
10
Phone 264-189- 1
km0
263 -4
r
07'
VALENTINE'S DAY
CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
FLOWERS OF ALL KINDS
WOOSTER FLORAL
ON THE SQUARE
Phone 263-288- 6
IF YOU ARE NOT ONE OF THOSE RARE COLLEGE
STUDENTS WITH $10,000.00 TO INVEST, READ ON!
Last year, we ran a series of Experimental ads in the Voice
to see how much new savings business we could "drum up"
from college students. (We didn't drum a ting, to put it
cymbalically).
So, this year, we're offering Money Orders to college students,
at fees less than those charged by the U. S. Post Office or
American Express for the same service; designed for those
rare occasions when you must send money with your order,
but don't have a checking account from which to draw. (You
just use cash and buy a Money Order you get a receipt for
your files, and we get the small fee for the effort involved.)
We also sell Travelers' Cheques at the standard fee of $1.00
per $100.00 worth providing that you have $100.00 worth
of cash which you can't afford to lose while travelling.
And if you have something valuable which you would like
to keep in a safe place, try one of the lock-boxe- s in our vaults
for only $2.75 a year, including 10 percent Federal Excise
Tax.
But, if none of these services appeal to you, we still hope
that you will feel free to drop in and see our offices, read
our magazines, use any research materials with which we
can provide you, and help keep us young through friendly
contact!
(For, you see, we just KNOW that some day you're going
to have $10,000.00 to invest; and we want you to remember
us when you do!)
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF WOOSTER
1812 Cleveland Road
"Uptown" Wooster
CLUB WOKLi WIDE
)
132 East Liberty St.
"Downtown" Wooster
Woriliingion
To Flood Peace
Authorized' Travel
Invites Seniors
Editor's Note: Doug Worthington, who wrote this article for the
uVoicen, graduated from Wooster last June and now works in
Ethiopia on a Peace Corps assignment.
i:
Pride, excitement, over-flowin- g enthusiasm. Inwardly
I was just bursting, outwardly beaming. As I left the gym,
some of my section brothers were still adding the final touches.
The paint was still wet, a few spots yet untouched, but it was
already a masterpiece. That anti
que gym had been transformed
from an eye-sor- e to an eye-ful- l.
For one night Wooster had a pal-
ace ballroom.
Urge to Share
I was proud, damn proud, to be
a part of its creation. There was
an eager, unrestrained rhythm in
my stride. Momentarily, I was a
missionary for this mundane cause.
It was not vanity nor a gung-h- o
section spirit that so impelled me
to encourage everyone I met to go
see the gym. It was a love, a be-
lief in what had been created. It
was a sense of urgency about the
Good News. I wanted to share
what I felt was a marvel and a
miracle.
It's not pride nor a request from
Sargent Shriver's recruitment staff
nor a love of advertising for ad-
vertising's sake that now impels
me to write you about the Peace
Corps. It's an urgent, genuine de-
sire to have you share, to have
you experience the marvel of being
a Peace Corps volunteer.
After four years at Wooster,
most students are ready to join
the Peace Corps; ripe for a trans-
formation; wanting to leave be-
hind their sponge-like- , book-wor- m
existence; more than ready to
leave behind Wooster's paternal-
ism which often frustrates and
stifles the maturing student's drive
to achieve a sense of independ-
ence, responsibility, and self-respec- t.
One of the greatest marvels
about the Peace Corps is that you
can leave this behind.
Pre-Rat-R-
ace
Before you dash off to med
school or law school; before you
start preaching or teaching, whe-
ther you're single or just married;
before you plunge into the cold,
cruel world of monthly bills and
paychecks, of cars and subways,
of kids and TV sets, of routine
work days and too-sho- rt weekends;
before you commence your absurd
rat race; before vou besin striving
and conforming, take leave of all
the joys that await you. Take two
brief years and plunge yourself
Corps Gates
into another part of the world, in-
to a world of foreignnovelty, into
a world of personal enrichment
and intellectual enlightenment, in-
to a world of challenging respon-
sibility and rewarding creaticity.
It's here, brothers, it's all here.
The chance of a lifetime. The
chance to live a worthwhile, mean-
ingful existence for two years. The
chance to see another people close
up and to see your own people
from far away. The chance to
travel and, at the same time, save
a little money. The chance to be
a pioneer, to know the pioneer's
daily, do-it-yours- elf trials, to test
your individual initiative, and to
discover a thousand little joys.
PHOTO CLUB
The College of Wooster
now has its own Photography
Club. At the next meeting,
Thursday, February 13, there
will be a tour of Dick's
Camera Shop to view differ-
ent cameras and advantages
of each. The public is cordi-
ally invited. Those interested
meet in front of Scovel at 7:15
or be at Dick's at 7:30.
"I can't understand," remarked
a fellow volunteer, who's been here
in Ethiopia almost two years, 'why
they're not flooding the gates,
pounding on the door." I can't
understand, either.
Last year, only seven seniors at
Wooster knocked on the door. For
all but one that door was opened.
As of this date, some 25 Wooster-ian- s
have been or are now serving
as teachers or community develop-
ment workers in the Corps. For a
small college, we've got an out-
standing batting average. Yet the
number could and should be much
more.
I can't understand why you
aren't flooding the gates. I know
the caliber of this exciting experi-
ment in international living and
working. I'd like to have more of
you, all of you, share this experi-
ence.
ruffled
dress-shir- t
with soft
manners
5.00
.
AfiHerafts
A spill of frill ... an air of band-bo- x beauty.
80 Dacron polyester, 20 cotton for a
luxury look. Vivid stripes on white. 28 to 38.
Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
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limm, Colonial, PoEielsoEn: ProMeruis Unsolved
by Steve Avakian
"When my parents first saw this place, they really
yelled. But now that I've lived here for a semester, I've
gotten used to it and wouldn't change places with those guys
in Douglass."
This comment by an off -- campus
freshman sums up the attitude
taken by most of his fellow frosh
in the three privately owned (but
college leased) houses just be-
yond Westminster Donelson
House, Colonial Club and Korner
JClub. These three homes,' often
the subject of ridicule because of
shoddy conditions, have become
housing landmarks at Wooster and
probably will remain so for at
least another year.
Showers, Lounges
Thirty-eigh- t freshmen live in
this off-camp- us complex. Almost
every person questioned mustered
three standard complaints when
asked for opinions. The men who
live in these homes are tolerant
(some are even pleased) with con-
ditions, although a quick survey
shows a desire for firmer beds,
better lounge areas, and improved
shower facilities. One of the houses
does not even have a shower, while
a second dormitory's has been
broken since Christmas. In terms
of lounges, one house has none
whatsoever and another utilizes the
landlady's livingroom. Although
eager to watch television or savor
"Pop" Metzger's coffee, many
freshmen dislike invading their
homeowner's privacy.
One of the most important
things about these off-camp- us
homes is the respect their occu-
pants have for the landlords. A
Korner Klubber repeatedly told
this reporter, "I don't care what
you say about the house. But be
sure to mention how much we ap-
preciate 'Pop' Metzger." Similar
situations exist in both Donelson
and Colonial. In the former, the
resident family is on friendly
terms with its students, while
across the street in Colonial, Mrs.
Mae Miller is respected as "a per-
son who can keep quiet and
let us study."
Tight Finances
Contrary to popular opinion,
these landlords are not rolling in
money as a result of their rent
receipts. One homeowner, Mr.
Donn Donelson, took time to enum-
erate his expenses for a semester.
After heat, water, electricity, taxes,
insurance and housing improve-
ments, he is thankful when he can
clear $500 for a semester's lodg-
ing of 10 men. This sum repre-
sents a very important side-incom- e
for families such as the Donelsons
but is far from being a sole source
of income. The rental charge per
semester is $135 in all three
houses, as compared with the
standard college rate of $175.
The Administration would pre-
fer to have freshmen live in regu-
lar dormitories. Assistant Dean of
Men Howard King points to the
importance of a quick transition to
college life as the principle rea-
son for this attitude. "We can do
our job a lot better in a place like
Douglass." King admits that off- -
WW IffRT
Working at a resort in Germany.
WORK
IN EUROPE
Every registered student can
get a job in Europe and receive
a travel grant. Among thou-
sands of jobs available are re-
sort, sales, lifeguard and office
work. No experience is neces-
sary and wages range to $400
monthly. For a complete pros-
pectus, travel grant and job
application returned airmail,
send $1 to Dept. J, American
Student Information Service,
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxem-
bourg aty, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.
campus frosh generally relish their
position and joins the students in
praising the unity, self-relianc- e,
house-spir- it and sense of pride
every dorm unit generates. But in
weighing these factors against the
desire for class unity and quick
acclimation to Wooster, the Ad-
ministration has more or less com-
mitted itself to a policy of placing
all freshmen in regular dormi-
tories as soon as conditions permit.
Is everything satisfactory, then,
with the present situation in Donel-
son, Colonial and Korner? Appar-
ently not, since from the very
beginning of the school year, many
complaints have issued forth from
these dorms. The fact that men
living in the houses do not com-
plain as long or as bitterly as
they once did simply indicates that
they have become either resigned
or accustomed to their housing
difficulties. One of the most press-
ing problems all year has been
communications with administra-
tion officials. The students look to
Galpin for improvements, since
freshmen living off-camp- us pay
rental charges directly to the
school instead of to their land-
lords.
Student Reluctance
Action from the Administration
has been slow, but the fault lies
partly with the students. Too many
off-camp-
us freshmen prefer to
gripe about the lack of lounges,
showers and decent beds rather
than visiting the Dean's office and
registering a complaint. Howard
King recently expressed a desire
to hear from on -- campus freshmen
if they think facilities are lacking
or in need of repair. Calling for
a spirit of cooperation, the As-
sistant Dean encouraged visits by
any party landlord or student
who feels slighted.
Next year will be a housing ad-
ministrator's nightmare. With the
"almost certain" razing of Living
stone Lodge, Eighth Section must
find a new house by September.
Westminster and Crandall have
been suggested locations. But these
are freshman dorms and any move
to displace frosh would probably
only aggravate a tight situation.
(The Admissions office anticipates
only a slight dip, if any, in the
size of next year's entering class.)
Stop-Ga- p Housing
Thus the College is once again
faced with a housing problem re-
quiring the use of dorms such as
Donelson, Colonial and Korner. At
best, these three buildings are
stop-ga- p housing until the new
dormitories are completed.
A freshman summed up the ap-
parent majority view when he said,
"Much as I like the house idea,
I wish something could be done
to make my room more livable.
We should have more to live on
than a nebulous dream called And
rews."
Thrill
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Lounge space is one of the most pressing problems in some
off-camp- us houses. This is the present state of a room, now
unused, which may be converted to a recreation area in
the near future. The 10 freshmen living in this home now
have no lounge facilities.
Lou Lecocq
Wooster '55
Supervisor
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There are sales
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Bob Whitaker
Wooster '60
Group Representative
Akron, Ohio
Save Your Money
for Our 3 Dig Days
Our Annual Dollar Days
February 13, 14, 15
COATS, SUITS, DRESSES and SPORTSWEAR
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
THE BEULAII BECIITEL SHOP
Fashions of Distinction
!
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Don Leber
Wooster '53
Branch Manager
Peoria, Illinois
interview.
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Bach Organ Recital
J. S. Bach composed this collection
of 45 completed pieces based on
hymns in 1717, perhaps while
he was imprisoned by the Duke of
Weimar for insubordination.
In most of the pieces the hymn-tun- e
appears in the upper voice,
with ingenious figures in the lower
parts to illustrate the text of the
hymn.
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Your college
ARE MEN OF ACHIEVEMENT
FIRST ON CAMPUS
AT CONNECTICUT GENERAL
they sought the advantages of a career in a modern, growing company.
glad they did.
ADVANTAGES CAN BE YOURS
management opportunities in Connecticut General offices throughout
as well as a variety of supervisory and management positions in our
in Hartford. Whichever you choose, you'll find both opportunity and
Connecticut General . . . where people and ideas create security
see the man from Connecticut General . . . from an unusual kind of
company.
MARK THE DATE: FEBRUARY 12
C. Carson will be on campus Wednesday, February 12.
placement office will be glad to arrange an
Dr. Gore Presents
Professor Richard T. Gore will
play an organ recital to celebrate
his 40th year as an organist next
Wednesday evening, Feb. 12, at
8:15 in Memorial Chapel.
Forty years ago, in February of
1924, Dr. Gore became the organ-
ist at St. Alban's Protestant Epis-
copal Church in Washington, D.C.
Before coming to The College of
Wooster, Dr. Gore served as or-
ganist in Scarsdale, Tarrytown,
Ardsley, and, from 1939 to 1945,
at Cornell University. While he
was at Cornell, Dr. Gore played
all of Bach's compositions for
organ in 15 recitals.
Wednesday evening, the program
will consist of 35 of the Dieces
known as The Little Organ Book.
( crsi; )
CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford
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From The Slotting lock
By Mike Stott
In this world events occur as the result of one of four
processes luck, skill, second effort or magic. Sometimes
it is not easy to ascertain which is the governing power in
a gjven situation. Three of the above forces are direct results
of initial action, second effort is not.
Each rouh of every day second effort plays a part in the life
of someone, be he athlete or Annex girl. Some examples will show
you what I mean. On the sports front second effort is eviced when
Buddy Harris rebounds his own errant shot or Bob Hartshorn finally
tips in the basket after repeated tries. Second effort is Rodney Dingle
tackling the Ashland guard after he has stolen the ball. Luck is re-
gaining the sphere and not being called for a foul.
Second effort is also Ged Schweikert swimming 200 yard butter-
fly. A fine 100 man, it takes guts and second effort to go the final 50
when you are as winded as a depressed bagpipe. Second effort is also
Gill Seipert or Dale Hamalainen coming from behind to win. Those
present at the Hiram wrestling match saw Wade Boyle show his
second effort in fighting off a first period pin. That is supreme second
effort. On the gridiron second effort is Dingle or Deisal for five or
six instead of one or two.
On the home front second effort is a pledge doing five more push-
ups or a hellmaster shrieking for lung mileage. At the Shack second
effort is Wilbur Wright taking that unnecessary finesse or Joe Ferrante
pulling the king out of his hand and replacing the five to take the
trick that McKenzie just lost. Whereas skill might be Species making
his 7-n- o contract, Magic is Roger Fink accomplishing the identical
feat. Second effort is also digging back into that pile of Delt pelts
to emerge with the right one.
Now and then second effort is included in a cycle known as pro-
gressive effort. Rinsing your brown hair auburn is initial effort.
Second effort is dyeing it yellow. (It says blonde on the bottle, but
don't believe it.) An extreme case of third effort is dyeing it brown
again. Luck, in this instance, is no one noticing, but they always do.
If you want to keep it in the family then skill is having your sister
pick up your fumbled baton. Luck once again is hoping no one
notices. Second effort is dropping it once more, to the amusement
of thousands. Magic is not dropping it at all.
For the kis3 of the hops fans, and there are many, second effort
is ordering duo grinders with that one Schaeffer's, the one beer to
have when you're having more than one. Meanwhile back from the
Ranch, second effort is the power exerted, mental or physical, to not
blow your top when you walk out of a dean's office, isn't it Carter?
Second effort is also coming up with two fourth's for bridge.
One can always hope that the second fourth may be converted into a
fifth. Now that is real second effort.
No matter in what light second effort is examined the positive
side invariably outweighs the evil by a wide margin. Why not begin
this semester with a conscienciously applied program of second effort
to enrich your life, for better or worse. Start tomorrow by yelling
twice for every Scot basket as the College community observes Mose
Hole Night.
REMEMBER VALENTINE'S DAY
Valentines Packed Fresh Daily with
Homemade Chocolates 50c to $7.50
THE CANDY DOWL
245 East Liberty Street
fee... C
Your signature, a few simple facts about you,
a deposit in any amount you choose-they- 're J.
you need to open a
PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
Within niinutes, you'll be saving time and money by
paying those bothersome bills with personalized
ThriftiChecks.
Your easy-to-op- en ThriftiCheck account is just as
easy to maintain you pay only a few cents for each
check no minimum balance is required. And your
name is printed on each check FREE. Ask us about
this popular bank service!
WAYNE COUNTY NATIONAL DANK
Cleveland-Bea- ll Office Opposite Hospital
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Wooster Wrestlers
Begin Year Slowly,
Crumple Otterbein
by Will Johnson
The Wooster wrestling squad,
captained hy Bill Balloon and Don
Van Hoose,1 has started the 1964
season slowly, losing three of its
first four matches. On Jan. 11,
Ohio Wesleyan visited the Woos-
ter campus and came away with
a 21-- 9 victory. Next match for the
Scots was with Otterbein. Wooster
won by a lopsided score of 26-- 5.
Powerhouses Akron and Hiram
followed, and both won decisively,
22-- 7 and 19-1- 1 respectively.
Bright Spots
There have been some bright
spots for Phil Snipe's grapplers
however. Phil Cotterman has teen
tremendous in winning handily all
four of his matches. One of his
victories was a pin over last year's
conference champion and mid-we- st
champion from Akron. Co-capta- in
Bill Balloon has won three of his
four matches. Against Hiram, Bill
wrestled to a 9--6 victory against
an excellent opponent.
Look for an improvement in the
upcoming matches. Half of the
squad is new: Frank Dublo, 123;
Jim Johnson, 147; Wade Boyle,
157; and Doug Keen, heavyweight.
Juniors Bill Balloon and Don Van
Hoose, and sophomores Warren
Welch and Phil Cotterman round
out the squad.
O. Wesleyan 21; Wooster 9
123-S- mith (0) pinned Dublo, 8:50
130-Bal- loon (W) decisioned Matis, 6-- 2
137 Sammis (O) pinned Welch, 7:13
147 Herr (O) decisioned Johnson, 5-- 3
157 Boyle (W) decisioned Bernstein,
3-
-2
167 Griffith (0) decisioned Van Hoose,
4- - 1
177 Cotterman (W) decisioned Synch,
4-- 0
Heavy-Goodr- ich (0) pinned Roark,
1:11
Wooster 26 Otterbein 5
123 Dublo (W) decisioned Holtzman,
4--2
130 Balloon (W) pinned Laurich, :24
137-W- elch (W) and Ruch (0) tied,
4-
-4
147 Johnson (W) pinned Kennedy,
3:29
157-B- oyle (W) pinned Dietz, 4:39
167 Van Hoose (W) decisioned Booth,
5-
-2
177 Cotterman (W) decisioned
Whieter, 13-- 4
Heavy Schoaf (Q) decisioned Keen,
7-- 0
Akron 22; Wooster 7
123 Schwartz (A) decisioned Dublo,
10-- 3
130 Cantrell (A) decisioned Balloon.
5-- 0
137-Mo- ody (A) decisioned Welch, 7-- 0
147 Dailey (A) decisioned Johnson,
5-- 1
157 Yung (A) pinned Boyle,' 4:53
167 Guthrie (A) decisioned Van
Hoose, 7-- 4
177 Cotterman (W) pinned Wilfond,
7:02
Heavy-Ko- en (W) and Wolford (A)
tied 1-- 1
Hiram 19 Wooster 11
123-- G. Patterson (H) pinned Dublo,
2:59
130 Balloon (W) decisioned J.
Patterson, 9-- 6
137-Sh- elby (H) decisioned Welch, 5-- 0
147 Forfeited to Wooster and Jim
Johnson
157 Brumbaugh (H) pinned Boyle,
8:47
167 Dunn (H) decisioned Van Hoose,
10-- 5
177 Cotterman (W) decisioned Hasse,
4--0
Heavy Pierce (H) decisioned Keen,
5-
-0
Us. M EM
Pago Fire
by Steve Avaklan
Al Van Wie brings his Scot basketball team home tomorrow night after a costly road
trip concluded Wednesday. Hoping to make "Mose" Hole Night a success, Wooster will
host a fast-improvi- ng Marietta five in the last Saturday night game of the year at Severance
vjymiiasium.
The local roundballers have now
lost four in a row, five of their
last six. Their current record
stands at 8-- 8 with only seven
games left on the regular season
schedule. Tomorrow's contest be-
gins the last real home-stan- d of
the year. Following Marietta, Baldwin--
Wallace invades on Tuesday
night and Grove City visits for an
independent clash next Thursday.
Akron's Zips lived up to their
nickname in last Wednesday's
game. Running, defending, and re-
bounding well, the Rubber City
boys had little trouble downing
the Scots, 105-7- 7. In an attempt
to keep up with high-scorin- g
Randy Berentz (16.4 points per
game) and his teammates, Wooster
took 95 shots from the floor and
made 32 of them.
The Zips took the opening jump
from Wooster, scored 15 seconds
Tinkers Trip Terriers
Scot swimmers picked up their first triumph in six out-
ings Wednesday when they swept Hiram by a 55-3- 9 count.
Leading the way for Wooster was sophomore Chad Fossett
who was the meet's only double winner.
rossett, who just became eugible
after a year's absence from the
water because of the mandatory
NCAA rule governing transfer stu-
dents, was also the only double
winner for Wooster Saturday at
Akron. He took two firsts in the
100 and 50 yard freestyles, flash-
ing home in times of :55.3 and
:24.5. Soph Gerry Meyer landed
two seconds in his specialties, the
200 and 500 yard freestyles, Sid
Leech finished second in 50 free
and Bill Chittick placed runnerup
in the 200 back as the Scots fell
to the Zips 66-2- 9.
Big men for Akron were Ted
Malcolm and Mel Steinberg who
grabbed four firsts between them.
Malcolm won 200 and 500 yard
freestyles in 2:07.6 and 6:01.1
while Steinberg finished the 200
ixtb, Fiftb
by Jim Evans
With just a few games remaining, the standings in the
Keenarden League basketball race are becoming more stable,
with Sixth maintaining a slight lead over second-plac- e Fifth.
Displaying the strongest bench
wins because of consistently bal
anced scoring. Because of a can-
cellation of an earlier game with
First, they have played only seven
games, however, and, as a result,
lead Fifth by but a half a game.
Sixth's strength, depth, seems
to be Fifth's chief weakness, as
they show up time and again with
but five' or six men. Their first
line, however, is especially strong
and it has established them as the
ranking challenger to Sixth's
dominance. The Delts are led by
the strong scoring of Ben Lee and
Ralph Schreiber and the rebound- -
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THOSE
POOR PLEDGES
and
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later and were never behind. Paced
by two quick Berentz baskets, Ak-
ron shot ahead 6-- 0 before Bill
Gribble, the game's high scorer
with 21 points, hit on a 10-fo- ot
jumper. By the time Wooster tal-
lied again, the bulge had reached
14-- 2. Keeping the pressure up, the
hosts' well-balance- d offensive ma-
chine led 28-- 8 midway through the
opening period. Gribble and
Buddy Harris combined for 21
first-hal- f points to keep the Scots
within sight at intermission, 54-3- 3.
The second period was more of
the same. Akron drove and shot
well, despite the efforts of a hust-
ling Wooster team. With 4:20 left,
the Zips led 96-6- 2 for their biggest
margin of the game. Coach Tony
Laterza then cleared his bench
and watched as the reserves pushed
the Ohio Conference's number two
team (9-- 2 in league games, 12-- 5
individual medley and 200 yard
breaststroke in 2:37.5.
Way back before finals, Jan. 14,
the Scots fell to powerhouse Ken-yo- n
65y2-23y- 2' Wooster and Lord
freestyle relays ended the 400
yards in a dead heat to split the
final seven points. No Scot tanker
could do better than second as
Kenyon coach Tom Edwards threw
a varied lineup at the Scots. Lead
ing the way for the Black and Gold
were captain Ged Schweikert,
Leech and freestyler Jim Pope
who garnered seconds in the 200
butterfly, 50 free and 100 free.
Also taking the runnerup- - spots
for the Scots were diver Dave La-zd- r,
breaststroker Bob Kenworthy,
freestyler Gerry Meyer and back-strok- er
Dick Reidinger.
Vie For Lead
and greatest versatility, Sixth
ing of Schreiber and Joe Uhrig.
Two other teams, Seventh and
First, have been strong, but unable
to win the big ones from the lead-
ers. Seventh shows good team
strength and aggressiveness, but
lacks a consistant scorer. First, on
the other hand, has ridden to its
record on the exceptional scoring
of the Schaeffer twins and Joe
Bowden. Of the requisites of top-
flight play, they lack only the
adeptness of dependable guards.
Third and Second remain to
battle for the bottom spot. In this
race, Second has an almost ir-
revocable lead. League play con-
cludes tomorrow afternoon. A tour-
nament will follow.
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overall) over the century mark in
points scored for the fourth time
this season.
Bill Stevens paced the hosts' at-
tack with 20 points, while Terry
Marsh (19) and the Berentz-Turne- r
combination (18 apiece)
rounded out Akron's offense. Dave
Guildin grabbed 16 rebounds to
lead the Scots and finish just two
behind game leader Frank Thomp-so- n.
Coach Steve McClellan's im-
proving JV squad stretched a win
streak with 74-6- 1 and 5449 trim-
mings of Ashland and Kenyon, be-
fore Akron stopped the little Scots,
93-5- 6.
Prior to the Akron contest, the
Scots suffered disappointing road
losses at the hands of Ashland and
Kenyon. The Eagles grabbed con-
trol of their game from the open-
ing whistle. After 10 minutes, Ash-
land led 24-- 9 and held off periodic
Wooster comebacks to ice the win.
One of the visitors' better efforts
came just before the half, when
Luke Hoffa's eight points paced
a Scot rally and cut the lead to 12
at intermission.
After some initial setbacks in the
second frame, Wooster nibbled the
bulge down to eight markers be-
fore Eagle forward Mike Maggi-an- o
sank three free throws. The
two teams exchanged baskets for
the remainder of the game as
Wooster went down to its third
non-conferen- ce defeat of the year,
77-6- 9. Bill Gribble clicked for 22
points to pace the Scots.
The Kenyon Lords, earlier 126-4- 9
victims of Akron, soundly
smashed Wooster last Saturday af-
ternoon, 79-5- 8. Coach Bob Harri-
son's five jumped to a 34-1- 8 lead
with three minutes left in the first
half, before the guests recovered
somewhat to trail 38-2- 6 at the
break. Playing without the full
services of Bill Gribble, who was
hampered by sprained wrists, the
Scots gave up the ball 28 times
on turnovers.
Out-reboundi-
ng the Lords 42-3- 3
and shooting a decent 43.4 per-
cent from the floor, Wooster lost
the game on costly traveling and
three-secon- d violations plus poor
ball-handlin- g. Kenyon sank 33 of
61 field goal attempts for 54 per
cent and unleashed hieh-sconn- e
Ken Klug for 22 points. During
the second half, the Lords con-
nected on 15 of 23 tries from the
floor to cap a bad afternoon for
the Scots.
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FOR SALE Nationally Advertised Keepsake and
Orange Blossom Diamond Rings, fully guaranteed.
White's Jewelry Store
215 East Liberty Street
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Marthe Comments On Greyhound, Food
A few days ago I was asked to write an article for the
Wooster Voice. I agreed to do so . . . but afterwards I felt
rather puzzled: what was I going to speak about? I thought
of too many things and could not make a proper choice.
First I was amazed at the big-
ness of this country, and New
York, of course, was the right
place to begin.
Bus Fuss
This is where I became acquain-
ted with the "Greyhound Bus"
system. You know: "Relax . . . and
leave the driving to us."
I followed this advice too closely
I guess and I was much too re-
laxed. I had not realized that in
this country you have to "hurry
up." Consequently I missed the
first bus in New York "Greyhound
Bus Terminal," missed the change
in Pittsburgh, and I needed a
whole night and a whole day to
finally reach Wooster!
Soon registration took place for
everybody and the life of the cam-
pus started.
A Must
After a while I definitely adop-
ted the following statement: One
thing you must have with you on
campus is a pencil and a note
book to write down the meetings
to come, the lectures to attend, the
rush tea parties. But you know
what I am referring to!
I wondered (and I still do as a
matter of fact) : How can the stu-
dents carry on their work with the
social life going on here?
The thing that struck me im-
mediately was the kindness of
everybody here. I do think that
you cannot keep from feeling im-
mediately at home with the sim-
plicity and friendliness of every-
one. I assure you it helps the
foreign student a great deal to ex
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perience this sympathy.
And now a very, very important
question I would like to talk about
is the Food. When you know that
I come from Burgundy, there will
be no need to explain my interest
in such a thing. There is a saying
in France which goes as follows:
it is impossible for two French
people to be together more than
five minutes without speaking of
food, especially if they went
abroad. There comes the question:
"And tell me, how did vou b"ke
the food?"
Well, I must say that I was
really disappointed. Yes, I had
some ideas, you know: to prepare
a meal, the American housewife
had just to go to the refrige and
open some tins and that was it. I
must say that I like the food. I
have been invited by some Ameri-
can families and 1 think that
Thanksgiving is a day when all
over America, you can eat as well
as French people do ... (!)
Abstainer
Before leaving such an appetiz-
ing chapter, I would like to say
something about the beverage. I
have been asked many times,
"Don't you miss the wine?" Frank-
ly, I don't. I think that such ques-
tions involved the idea that French
people think about drinking all
the time. I am sure I surprised
some of you when I said that.
If it is true that we go rather
often to the "cafes" in France we
do not ask for wine or alcoholic
drinks all the time. As we know
that it is perfectly available if we
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: GEORGE SEIFERT
George Seifert (B.S., 1957) functions as a sales supervisor
in the marketing section of Ohio Bell's Columbus office.
Today, rapid technological advances in communications
equipment and services must be evaluated and related to
customers' everyday needs. George has demonstrated his
acute, perception in this area.
As a sales supervisor he is responsible for evaluating
the effectiveness of sales contacts in the southwestern area
of the state.
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present assignment after
participating in a management development program. It
was here that his managerial capabilities came to the fore.
With only two years' experience behind him, George is
obviously a man going places in the Bell System.
George Seifert, like other young men, is impatient to
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growin- g telephone business.
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Marthe Amengual in French House.
want some, we don't think that
much about it. Don't forget, too,
that good wine is very expensive
and we can't afford drinking it
very often.
Few Chats
Going back to the campus and
its activities, I must say that during
the week, you have few opportuni-
ties to chat with people. The con-
versation is limited to the "Hello's"
dropped hastily when rushing over
the place. So please remember that
the "International Students Cen-
ter" Stadium Unit 4 is open on
week ends. (Without any pub-
licity!) I would like to say that
the overseas students are looking
forward to meeting American stu-
dents over there. Everybody is
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SALE
Choose from all the regular
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50 ties in our
front cases. Regimental stripes
and underknot designs.
BRENNER
BROS.
lower the Cost of Dressing Well
George was promoted to his
TELEPHONE MANDF-TH- E WNTH
1 1,
THERE'S ALWAYS TIME
TO READ A GOOD BOOK
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
P. S. Write Home Officially.
Use Our CoJIege of Wooster Stationary!
TAYLORS SHOES
featuring
INDIAN MADRAS TENNIS SHOES
with Matching Book Bags
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ON THE SQUARE
OHIO'S FIRST AND FINEST SKI RESORT TI
nfinowTraib
u MANSFIELD
HEW LiftsNEW SlopesNEW Excitement!
Two New T-B- ar Lifts Swiss Barn Lodge
Hall Double Chair Lift Hot Food, Beverages
Five Electric Rope Tows Beer and Wine
Snow-Makin- g Equipment Two Fireplace Lounges
uroomea Slopes Daily Ski school Classes
Ligmed for Night Skiing Complete-Sk- i Shop
National Ski Patrol Rental Skis. Boots. Poles
Just 2 minutes from Interstate 71 & Ohio 13
m Write for FREE Folder
SNOW TRAILS SKI AREA
Wl P.O. Hox 160 Mansfield. Ohio
Phone (419) 5227393
START A
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
for
SPRING VACATION
Citizen's National
Bank
ON THE SQUARE
Plan a Dinner Date Now for the
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND
Special Carnival Dinner
Friday Night, February 14
YOUR CHOICE OF THE MENU J? 75
ALL COMPLETE DINNERS
COME Dressed in Your Winter Sports Clothes!
A Prize to the Student and His
Date Wearing the Most Attracive
Sweaters
TWO DINNERS FREE!
